Subrepeats within the BR1 beta repeat unit in Chironomus pallidivittatus can be classified into different types depending on codon usage.
A new type of repeat unit was isolated from Balbiani ring 1 of Chironomus pallidivittatus and designated BR1 beta repeat. It consists of a constant and a subrepeated part, like previously described units belonging to the core blocks of the BR genes. The subrepeated part contains 10-codon subrepeats with an arrangement similar to the subrepeats of the previously described BR2 beta gene. The present unit differs from earlier reported core units firstly in a much lower number of copies (about 15) per genome, which are tandemly arranged. Secondly, the number of subrepeats per BR1 beta repeat unit can show great variations. On the basis of the pattern of codon usage, three types of subrepeats can be distinguished. One type lies 5'-proximal in the subrepeat array and consists of variable numbers of subrepeats almost identical at the nucleotide level. The last complete subrepeat represents another type, with consistent differences in codon usage as compared to subrepeats of the proximal type. Finally, there is an intermediate type represented by the subrepeat preceding the distal one. Here, codon characteristics from proximal and distal subrepeats are mixed in a patchy and irregular way. The evolution of the arrays can be understood either as being the result of subrepeat formation in two steps (occurring before and after amplification of whole repeat units) or as the result of a continuous process in which there is evidence for participation of gene conversion.